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"It is not the strongest or the most intelligent who will survive but those who can
best manage change." - Charles Darwin

Wednesday, August 5, 2020
Printable Copy or  Audio Version

Morning Summary:  Investors today are anxious to see private payroll company ADP's National
Employment Report. Insiders expect ADP to show +1.5 million jobs gained in July, in line with what analysts
expect the Labor Department's Employment Situation report to show on Friday morning. On the other hand,
bears believe the wave of coronavirus outbreaks across the Sunbelt that began earlier this summer has led to
substantial business closures and expect to see some of those job losses reflected in the Labor Department's
numbers on Friday. Paychex, a payroll processing and HR solutions company, released its monthly Small
Business Employment Watch with IHS Markit on Tuesday, which shows employment at small businesses
began falling again in July, although hours worked did move up. Interestingly, Paychex also showed that new
business start-ups are up almost +10% from last year's levels, so entrepreneurs are finding opportunities in
all the chaos. Updated data from JPMorgan yesterday indicates consumer spending has stalled, with credit
and debit card activity stuck down by around -10% compared to last year's levels. Other key data out today
includes the ISM Non-Manufacturing Index for July which analysts expect to show a slight gain, following
increases in both May and June. Remember, bulls like to see the gauge stay above 50, which indicates
activity is increasing. Bulls also remain optimistic about the next coronavirus stimulus plan that now appears
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to be in the hands of President Trump and Democratic Leaders. Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell
said yesterday that he was willing to support an agreement if the two sides can reach one, even if he has
"some problems with certain parts of it." Today is also another busy one for earnings with Moderna being one
of the top highlights before markets open. The company, whose stock price is up around +300% this year, is
in "phase 3" of a trial for a Covid-19 vaccine and is supposedly getting close to $1 billion for its development
from the U.S. government. Novavax could be another interesting report. The biotech company yesterday
reported somewhat disappointing results for its coronavirus vaccine candidate, following a huge rally in its
stock price this year. Mall owner Simon Property Group will also be closely watched as investors look for
some insights into the state of retail. Remember, Simon Property Group is the largest retail real estate
investment trust (REIT), and the largest shopping mall operator in the US. Quarterly results are also on tap
from Carvana, CenturyLink, Corteva, CVS, Etsy, Fastly, Honda, Humana, Metlife, Peloton, Regeneron, Roku,
Teva Pharmaceuticals, Wayfair, Wendy's, and Zynga. 

U.S., Chinese Officials to Meet Aug. 15, Assess Trade Deal - The U.S. and China have agreed to
high-level talks on Aug. 15 to assess Beijing’s compliance with the “phase one” bilateral trade
agreement signed early this year, according to people briefed on the matter. (Source: The Wall Street
Journal) 

Disney Revenue Disappointing, But... Disney revenue tumbled -42% to $11.78 billion. The parks
revenue sank -85% to $1 billion, and the segment saw a $3.5 billion impact on operating income due
to the Covid-19 closures. Broadcast increased by +12% to $2.5 billion, and cable revenue fell -10% to
$4 billion. Direct-to-consumer revenue, which includes streaming services, rose +2% to $3.97 billion.
Movie studio revenue decreased by -55% to $1.7 billion. But Disney executives did announce that the
highly anticipated "Mulan" will be released on Disney+ in the U.S, Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand on Sept. 4 for $29.99. Disney streaming services combined had more than 100 million
subscribers. As of Aug. 3, Disney+ had 60.5 million, up from 54.5 million in early May. Disney's prior
forecast had seen Disney+ hitting 60 million-90 million subscribers by 2024. At the end of Q3, Hulu
had 35.5 million, up 27% from a year ago, and ESPN+ had 8.5 million, up from 2.4 million a year ago.

Beyond Meat Taking Another Bite: Beyond Meat reported its U.S. grocery sales nearly tripled in the
second quarter as more consumers cooked its meatless burgers and sausages at home… Its U.S.
grocery sales soared +194.9%. In the last two weeks of the quarter, Beyond began selling value packs
of its meat-free burgers at Walmart, Target, and other retailers, with pricing that was more competitive
with traditional beef burgers. Read more at CNBC 
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Explosion at Port of Beirut: An explosion that rocked the Port of Beirut
yesterday was the result of an accidental detonation of a “highly explosive
materials” the government had stored on the waterfront, according to
Lebanese authorities. The large cache of chemicals, specifically ammonium
nitrate, was allegedly seized by the government years ago. However, the
governor of Beirut, Marwan Abboud, speaking on television, could not say
what had caused the explosion. Two blasts occurred, with the second, larger
explosion being felt as far as Cyprus, which is over 100 miles away. At least
78 people were killed and over 4,000 injured. The explosion comes amid
increasing tension between Israel and Hezbollah militants located in Lebanon.
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has warned repeatedly that Hezbollah
was embroiling Lebanon in a conflict with Israel but insists Israel had nothing
to do with the explosion. The country's Prime Minister called it a "major
national disaster" and said whoever was responsible would pay. President
Donald Trump said U.S. military officials think it was an intentional attack
rather than an accidental explosion. 

Virgin Galactic Seeking Bankruptcy Protection: Richard Branson's Virgin
Atlantic airline filed for Chapter 15 bankruptcy in New York on Tuesday, after
telling a London court it was set to run out of cash next month without
getting approval for a rescue financing. Chapter 15 bankruptcy allows foreign
companies with U.S. assets to protect themselves against claims while they
work on a turnaround plan. Since January 1, Virgin's reservations are down
89 per cent year-over-year and current demand for the second half of 2020
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is at approximately 25 per cent of 2019 levels, according to court papers. The
company just premiered on the New York Stock Exchange in October of last
year. Additionally, Virgin Galactic is also delaying the first passenger flights
aboard the suborbital space plane SpaceShipTwo. (Sources: Sydney Morning
Herald, TechCrunch)

Coronavirus Gold Rush: Gold has rallied to a record this year as the
coronavirus pandemic savaged growth, with gains supported by massive
inflows into bullion-backed ETFs. Bulls are fearful that the waves of stimulus
to fight the slowdown may debase paper currencies and ignite inflation. They
also point to simmering geopolitical tensions, rising government debt
burdens, and lofty equity valuations. Worldwide holdings in gold-backed ETFs
rose to 3,365.6 tons on Monday, up +30.5% this year, according to
preliminary data compiled by Bloomberg. That’s a couple of tons ahead of
Germany’s stash. U.S. reserves exceed 8,000 tons. Even after futures topped
$2,000 an ounce, there are plenty of forecasts for further, substantial gains.
Among them, Goldman Sachs Group says gold may climb to $2,300 as
investors are “in search of a new reserve currency,” while RBC Capital
Markets puts the odds of a rally to $3,000 at 40%. Read more from
Bloomberg.  
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CORN  bears have pressured prices to fresh new contract lows, something we
have been concerned about for weeks. From a technical perspective, the DEC20
contract looks terrible for the bulls. The contract traded down to a new low od
$3.20 and despite the possibility of a nearby bounce on short-side profit-taking,
many inside the trade believe the bears may have enough momentum and
cooperative weather in the forecast to test the $3.00 level. As a spec, I'm trying to
build a longer-term bullish position. I took a small nibble up in the $3.30s and will
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soon be taking another bite. As I mentioned weeks ago, I would like to build a
larger position by cost averaging into five units between $2.85 and $3.35 per
bushel. I may want to be careful about what I ask for, it looks like it could happen
sooner rather than later. I still think the Chinese are going to come in with more
purchases. I'm also hearing more talk that Argentine producers might role with
more soybean acres next year and cut back on a bit of the corn acres. On the flip
side, there's talk that producers in Brazil might also role with more soybeans, but
that could bring on more second-crop corn acres, so probably not much
downstroke in Brazil's corn production without some weather hiccups.  Here at
home, I would like to believe ethanol exports are going to pick up some
momentum as we turn the corner on coronavirus, and as I mentioned above I
think export demand is going to remain strong. Bottom line, I'm staying optimistic
longer-term. Yes, I realize nearby we could continue to take some price pressure
as more and more want to toss around massive +184 average yield estimates. I
think once the yield estimates run their course and peak out the trade will be
forced to turn the page. Which I'm hoping means some headlines that are more
bullish than the daily talk of record-setting yields and near-perfect weather. The
only thing good at this point is the fact insurance is starting to ease some pain for
those who might have 85% or better coverage. I'm hearing more talk of producers
looking for strategies or ways to start locking in some insurance guarantees.
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SOYBEAN  bears have now trimmed about -30 cents off the highs posted about a
month ago as U.S. crop conditions are some of the best we have seen reported in
over +25 years. More traders are talking about the possibility of a sizeable jump in
the USDA average yield estimate and the very strong chance of new record being
harvested. At the same time, we are also now hearing more forecasts and
estimates that South American producers are going to increase soybean acres next
year. Bulls are also a little more nervous as President Trump tightens the hold on
Chinese businesses like TikTok and Huawei. The obvious worry is that things get
more heated between the global powers and eventually China pulls back on U.S.
ag purchases. I understand the argument, but I'm hoping that isn't how it plays
out. Bottom-line, we have headlines suggesting increasing tensions between U.S.
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and Chinese leaders, we have talk of more acres in South America coming around
the next corner, and a U.S. forecast that might bring a much-needed drink to
some important acres in Iowa. This is just a combination of headlines right here
that is tough for the bulls to battle. If the rains disappoint this weekend in Iowa or
the Chinese step back in as bigger buyers we probably stop the bleeding, at least
for the moment. As I've been saying for the past several weeks, the market seems
comfortable trading in this $8.50 to $9.20 range until learns more about longer-
term Chinese demand and the full size of the U.S. crop. If the U.S. crop produces
a +52 bushel average yield and the Chinese slow their U.S. buying then we could
easily test prices sub-$8.50. If the Chinese keeping buying and or we run into
some late production or harvest problems then we push the $9.20 area.
 

WHEAT  traders are digesting the same tired headlines, i.e. production problems
in parts of Europe, Russia, and Argentina. But I have to imagine the trade has
already baked these concerns into the price and some areas are actually showing
better than expected yields out of the fields. there's also more talk of a much
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better crop this year of Australia, which puts them back in the export game and
also talk of perhaps record production in Brazil. We are however still keeping an
eye on problem areas in Argentina. Net-net, there's just not a lot of fresh or new
headlines for the bulls to chew on at the moment. Keywords there are fresh and or
new. Yes, there are some reasons to be optimistic longer-term, but we are going
to need some new Chinese buying or new weather worries... Egypt seems content
buying wheat from Russia and Ukraine.
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> Glitches Obscure Need for More Ag Aid: Farm groups are arguing for a
massive new round of cash for agriculture in the coronavirus relief bill being
negotiated by Congress and the White House, even though billions of dollars in an
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ongoing USDA aid program may go unclaimed. There’s no contradiction in the
request, said the two largest U.S. farm groups. “There’s ample reason to believe
that family farmers and ranchers will need additional support in the coming
months to withstand the financial impacts of the pandemic,” said Mike Stranz, a
vice president at the National Farmers Union. Stranz and Terri Moore, a vice
president at the American Farm Bureau Federation, said the unexpectedly slow
rate of payments from a $16 billion coronavirus fund at the USDA was a poor
gauge of conditions in farm country. “We believe a combination of factors are
contributing to the unallocated dollars — lack of need is not one of them,” said
Moore. Stranz and Moore said quirks and glitches in CFAP may limit the program’s
reach. Read more from Ag Insider.

> EPA Proposes New Herbicide Registration: The EPA is proposing to register
a new contact herbicide to help manage weed resistance. Tiafenacil is proposed for
pre-plant and pre-emergence burndown use in corn, cotton, soybeans and wheat
and post-emergence burndown in grapes as well as fallow and non-crop areas.
EPA expects the herbicide to be useful for herbicide resistance management as it
provides an alternative for controlling glyphosate-resistant palmer amaranth,
marestail, and waterhemp. The agency has not identified any dietary, residential,
aggregate, or occupational risk of concern for human health. Public comment on
the proposed decision is open until August 30th. (Source: Brownfield Ag)

> Distilleries Drowning in Hand Sanitizer: When hand sanitizer was in short
supply and high demand early on in the pandemic, craft distilleries across the
country pivoted from making liquor to producing alcohol-based sanitizer for the
purposes of donating and selling. But now, as demand has plummeted despite
coronavirus still spreading, many of those distilleries are left with piling costs and
excess hand sanitizer they can’t get rid of. Distillery owners say that demand
began fluctuating in June when brands like Purell were able to stabilize business
and produce more sanitizer. Per the Times: “The price for sanitizer, which had
hovered at $50 a gallon, plunged to around $15 a gallon.” Some distilleries are
now dealing with thousands of gallons of leftover product, coupled with the
prospect of having to replace all the equipment that they used to make the
sanitizer. Read more HERE. 

> Investors Gear Up For A Trillion-Dollar Bet On Farmland: What happens
when trillions of dollars’ worth of land shifts in ownership from farmers to
investors? As farmers retire from the profession and the value of their farmland
increases, so does interest among wealthy non-farmers and pension funds, who
are now buying that land at a rapid clip. Local and environmental advocates fear
that this form of “absentee ownership” will lead to owners who prioritize short-
term dividends over long-term, ecologically-sound agricultural practices. But one
land broker disagrees, arguing that it makes a lot more financial sense for
investors to keep their land as resilient as possible through time. NPR has the
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story HERE.  

> NBCUniversal Begins Layoffs: NBCUniversal has begun making staff cuts
across its entertainment portfolio including its sports and cable channels,
broadcast networks, movie studio and theme parks, according to people familiar
with the matter. The layoffs have been anticipated for several months and are
primarily tied to the effect the coronavirus has had on many of the Comcast Corp.
unit’s operations. NBCUniversal has 35,000 full-time employees. The reductions
are expected to be held to less than 10% of staff, a person close to the matter
said. The NBCUniversal layoffs come at the same time the company is overhauling
its entertainment operations under new Chief Executive Jeff Shell. Read more
HERE.

> Johnson & Johnson Anti-Suicide Spray Approved: Johnson & Johnson’s
Spravato has been approved as the first antidepressant for actively suicidal
people, as doctors are becoming increasingly concerned about Covid-19’s effect on
the mental health of Americans. The Food and Drug Administration approval
means the quick-acting nasal spray will be available to people with suicidal
thoughts and a plan to put them into action, said Michelle Kramer, vice president
of J&J’s U.S. neuroscience medical-affairs unit. That constitutes 11% to 12% of as
many as 17 million Americans who have major depressive disorder. Spravato’s
ability to act quickly could mean it works differently than older antidepressants
that can take weeks to kick in. In its studies, J&J found those who got the drug
had a rapid reduction in the severity of their thinking, although the results didn’t
differ in a statistically significant way from patients given a placebo. Read more
from Bloomberg.

> Apple Introduces Upgraded iMac: Apple on Tuesday announced a big update
to its 27-inch iMac. While the design remains the same as in previous years, the
company upgraded the internal hardware across the board. And it’s a good time to
be doing that. Apple said in its earnings report last week that the Mac had its
biggest fiscal third quarter in history, with Mac revenue up +22% now that people
are working and learning from home. The new iMaci is targeted at people who
want a bigger, 5K screen at their desks and who, now working from home, may
prefer an all-in-one desktop computer instead of a laptop. Apple said it focused on
a few key areas to improve the experience for people at home, including the
camera, speakers and microphones. In spite of the upgrades, pricing for the three
standard configurations remains the same and is available as of yesterday.
(Source: CNBC)

> SEC Probing Kodak Loan Disclosure: The Securities and Exchange
Commission is investigating the circumstances around Eastman Kodak’s
announcement of a $765 million government loan to make drugs at its U.S.
factories, according to people familiar with the matter. News of the loan last week
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caused Kodak’s shares to rise as high as $60, before falling to about $15 on
Monday due to a dilution in the shares. Amid the heightened volatility, trading
volume has surged. The price spike briefly produced a potential windfall for
company executives who owned stock-option grants, some of which were granted
on July 27, the day before the loan was officially announced. The Wall Street
Journal reported last week that Kodak had shared information about an agreement
between the company and the Trump administration with media outlets before the
public announcement. Some media companies then published that information
before deleting it following a request from the company. Read more from The Wall
Street Journal.

> Why We Reach for Nostalgia in Times of Crisis: In times of trauma and
overwhelming stress, it’s a natural instinct for people to feel nostalgic and rely on
those feelings for comfort and a sense of normalcy, according to Valentina
Stoycheva, a clinical psychologist specializing in traumatic stress. According to
Florence Saint-Jean, a trauma specialist and the executive director of Global
Trauma Research, as a way to cope during times of duress, our brains often take
us to places that we subconsciously designate as “safe,” like happy childhood
moments. Still, Dr. Saint-Jean said, there can be downsides to reaching for
nostalgia, especially when the present realities are pushing you to look at your
past through rose-colored glasses. Read more from The New York Times.

> U.S. Satisfaction Hits Nine-Year Low: Americans' satisfaction with the way
things are going in the U.S. continues to tumble since it started trending
downward at the beginning of the novel coronavirus pandemic. Currently, 13% of
U.S. adults are satisfied with the state of the nation, down seven percentage
points in the past month and 32 points since reaching a 15-year high in February.
Satisfaction has not been this low since November 2011. The latest update is
based on a July 1-23 Gallup poll amid multiple events that have  greatly altered
the national mood this year, from one that was brighter than it had been in over a
decade to one of the dourest in the past 40 years. The current measure ties as the
ninth lowest in Gallup's history of tracking satisfaction since 1979. All of the other
similar readings were recorded in tough economic times -- in 1979 during the
energy crisis, in 2008 during the Great Recession, and in 2011 after Standard &
Poor's downgraded the U.S. credit rating as the federal government struggled to
contain U.S. debt. See the full poll results HERE. 
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Northern New York - We are located about 25 miles south of the Canadian
border and the Province of Ontario. We have been extremely dry. We have rain
gauges in 3 different locations about 12 miles apart. In one area since planting the
first week of May, we have only received a little over 3 inches of rainfall. When
watching the weather radar it looks like the Ottawa Valley has been receiving a lot
of precipitation which is north of us across the Canadian border. Our furthest east
property has received about 5.5 inches and looks about the best. 

Southern Texas - We've been done with corn for a couple weeks and are
finishing sorghum before we start hitting the early cotton late next week. We
generally run just under 100 bpa on the corn which we bag and sell for deer feed.
It's been busier this week than normal for the feed as I'm on my 7th run of the
week already. Not sure the reason but loving the business. We were fortunate to
miss the major effects of Hurricane Hanna last month but still got two to three
inches of rain. I heard a lot of folks down in the valley of Mexico that can produce
over four bales of cotton an acre got wiped out from Hanna. We will do our normal
2 bales an acre which may allow us to break even in this cotton market that isn't
any better than the corn with 1970s and 1980s prices. Cotton is tough sledding
and you can wear out a sprayer trying to grow the stuff but it's what we got!

Southwest Minnesota - I would be very surprised if the estimates are right for
our state. There are just way too many areas with weather issues from one
extreme to the other. We had weeks where 10 inches of rain fell and drown out
10% of fields and other areas that never saw a timely rain all year that amount to
more than a half-inch. All the ears I pulled had missing kernels in spots which
were blamed on growing too fast and we had edibles that had random dead plants
sprinkled through the field that was also blamed on growing too rapidly. The 202
state average seems like a stretch at the moment but maybe we catch these last
few showers of rain which I think we need to have and the corn fills really deep
kernels. We should be rolling to combines before we know it so we shall know very
soon.
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TODAY'S RIDDLE: A monkey, a squirrel, and a bird are racing to the top of a
coconut tree. Who will get the banana first, the monkey, the squirrel, or the
bird?

 

 
Soybean Checkoff Research Website Designed with Farmers in Mind
The United Soybean Board recently revealed a new project that aims to make
check-off funded research more readily available to farmers. With the help of the
North Central Soybean Research Program, they've redesigned the Soybean
Research & Information Network  (SRIN) website, which they describe as a one-stop-
shop for all the information the checkoff has discovered through farmer
investments across all Qualified State Soybean Boards (QSSBs) regarding key
problem areas in production.

Tim Venverloh, USB Vice President of Sustainability Strategy, explains that the
collaboration with QSSBs worked to find solutions, best practices, and data on key
issues. Not surprisingly, a lot of research focuses on tolerance and resilience, but
the projects run the gamut from combating weather-related challenges to insect
management to cover crops. It's also available for anyone to use. The site itself is
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really simple and clean and seems easy to use. It also appears to hold an
enormous amount of information. Some of the research projects found on the
website include:

Finding Flooding Tolerance to Breed Better Soybeans

Increasing Sulfur Levels Can Improve Soybean Quality

Utilizing Genes from the Soybean Germplasm Collection to Mitigate Drought
Stress

Measuring Soil Health to Enhance Soybean Yields

Yield Potential of Commercial Varieties Under Drought: Identifying and
Overcoming Weakness Via the Public Breeding Pipeline

That's only a very tiny sample. The website has several different ways to search all
that data as well, including by state/region/organization, specific issue (disease,
pests), and year. There are also entire sections devoted to agronomics and
aquaculture. A diagnostics tool section provides scouting guidelines, diagnostic
guides, and resources for getting further help.

In its press release, USB quotes David Nichols, a USB farmer-leader from Ridgely,
Tennessee: “It’s even better to have it in what I call ‘turn row terminology’ — in
the language farmers can understand and put to use.” From what I checked out,
that observation seems accurate and personally, it is a real relief to see research
presented in laymen's terms while it also explains why and how it is relevant. 

USB of course will continue to add other research it has invested in as its made
available, and you can sign up to receive alerts. You can watch a video that
explains more about the Soybean Research Information Initiative HERE and check
out the Soybean Research & Information Network website  HERE.
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"Risky Business" Debuts 37 Years Ago!
At just 21 years old, a young Tom Cruise stared as Chicago teenager Joel Goodson
in the 1983 summer hit "Risky Business." I remember watching the movie at the
Drive-In like it was yesterday. I loved the 1979 Porsche 928 that was used in the
film! Now considered a signature movie of the 80s era, it was Cruise's fifth film
role and the one that launched him to legit "movie star" status. To this day, it is
also why millions of people around the world associate Bob Segar's "Old Time Rock
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and Roll " with Cruise playing air guitar, a movie scene that some claim has been
recreated more than any other in film history.

"Risky Business" was largely billed as a coming of age story with a heavy
emphasis on sexual comedy. Cruise's character, 19-year-old Goodson, starts off
wanting to have some typical teenage boy fun when his parents leave him to his
own devices while they take a vacation. A string of bad decisions leads to Goodson
and prostitute Lana (Rebecca De Mornay) turning his parents' home into a brothel,
that becomes a surprise hit with his "frustrated" teenage friends. But the danger
comes when a killer-pimp Guido (Joe Pantoliano) arrives on the scene.  

With a budget of just $6.2 million, it was expected to perform well at best but to
great and surprising critical acclaim, the movie ended up grossing more than $63
million. Some critics even lauded it as the best movie of the year. It never received
any awards but it became an enduring part of American culture. It also revived the
popularity of Bob Seger's 1978 rock classic, helping solidify "Old Time Rock & Roll"
into THE classic rock song. Below are some interesting things you might not know
about "Risky Business:"
 

White Boys Off the Lake: The working title was White Boys Off the Lake, a
reference to the film partially taking place in Chicago’s affluent Highland Park
suburb, located along Lake Michigan. Writer-director Paul Brickman says the
studio rejected that title because "it sounded like an off-Broadway play."

Cruise Wasn't First Choice: Timothy Hutton was the first choice for the
role of Joel, but turned it down in favor of working with Sidney Lumet on
Daniel (1983). Tom Cruise and Hutton had both starred in Taps (1981).
Michael J. Fox, Tom Hanks, and Nicolas Cage also auditioned for the part.

De-Aging the Actors: In an effort for Tom Cruise to look more "teenage" in
appearance, the producers put him though an unusual bit of physical
training. Cruise worked out seven days a week, in order to lose ten pounds.
Once that had been accomplished, he immediately ceased working out and
ate extremely fatty foods in order to add a layer of baby fat. This is how he
achieved that "fresh-faced" teenage look. Rebecca De Mornay (born in 1959)
claimed a 1962 birthdate, purportedly so she would seem the same age as
Tom Cruise. The pair also dated in real life. Curtis Armstrong, who played a
teenager, was twenty-eight during filming (the summer of 1982).

Movie Debut of Megan Mullally and Bronson Pinchot: Before she was a
Emmy-winning actress, Megan Mullally played a hooker in Risky Business.
Wearing pink lingerie and with a cigarette dangling out of her mouth, she
appears for just a few seconds. Bronson Pinchot has much more screen time
starring as Joel’s wise-cracking friend Barry, who was also in his mid-20s at
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the time.

Several Porsche 928s Used: At one point, Joel sinks his dad's Porsche 928
into Belmont Harbor. Porsche manufactured the 928 model from 1978 to
1995, and it was the first mass-produced Porsche with a V8 engine. Four of
the 1979 models show up in the movie (and a 1981 model), including one
that was gutted for the lake scene, and another that was painted gold. A
collector tried to track down all of the Porsches but only found one of them,
which he bought for $49,200 at a 2012 Hollywood memorabilia auction.

Ray-Ban Wayfarers: Sales of the now-iconic Ray-Ban Wayfarers exploded
after Tom Cruise wore a pair in Risky Business. Annual sales of Wayfarers
were languishing as of 1983 but skyrocketed 2,000 percent after the movie's
release. This film and The Blues Brothers (1980) have contributed to the
popularity of the Wayfarers since.

Steuben Glass Works: “I’m very disappointed in you,” Joel’s mom tells her
son after she comes home from vacation to find her prized crystal egg
cracked. Earlier in the film, hookers steal the egg from the mantel but return
it to Joel by throwing it like a football. In real life, the egg was made by a
century-old Corning, New York manufacturer named Steuben Glass Works,
who made all kinds of prized pieces until they shuttered operations in 2011.

Alternate Ending: Risky Business wraps things up with a typical Hollywood
"feel-good" ending. However, Brickman's vision left things more up-in-the-
air, with Joel's voiceover the same except “time of your life” gets changed to
“isn’t life grand?” Brickman says that Geffen Films "basically felt it was a
bummer," hence the slightly different ending.  

Brickman Quit Hollywood: One individual whose career actually stalled
instead of erupting following the film's success was the writer and director
himself, Paul Brickman, who has explained that he found the new fame
uncomfortable to deal with. Brickman says he couldn’t handle the
visibility and became a recluse instead. Brickman has also teased that one of
the main reasons why he walked away from Hollywood was that his original
ending for Risky Business was altered. (Sources: Mental Floss, IMDB,
Cinemablend)
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Interesting History and Why We Pay "Income Tax"
“The people will save their government, if the government itself, will do its part”
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- Abraham Lincoln

I wanted to write a little bit about a fascinating aspect of American history. It was
on August 5, 1861 (159 years ago today) Congress passed the Revenue Act of
1861, which was primarily the introduction of the first US Federal income tax
statute. This may surprise some of you, but the Act was signed into law by
Abraham Lincoln. A major reason for the establishment of a federal income tax
was due in large part by the need to fund the Civil War. 

Prior to the Civil War, the US faced a financial depression as over-expansion and
pressures from a European financial meltdown pushed the economy into somewhat
dire straits. In the three years preceding the Civil War, the Federal Government
incurred a budget deficit exceeding -$40 million. Coupled with the threat of
secession, the Federal deficit placed the US government under considerable
financial strain. In 1860, the US Treasury failed to sell a planned $5 million in
Treasury bonds with a +12% return. As the nation edged closer to war, they
needed to mobilize a volunteer force, which also placed an additional financial
burden upon the Federal government. 

In July of 1861, President Lincoln opened a special session of Congress to discuss
the Civil War from a legislative standpoint with one of the primary concerns facing
Congress being the question of funding. Legislators came to the agreement they
could not ask volunteers to fight in the Union Army if they didn’t have the funds to
train and prepare them properly. From there it was decided they needed to raise
approximately $50 million in additional revenue. 

Legislators adopted a three-pronged approach consisting of an increase in certain
import tariffs, a newly instituted property tax, and the first personal income tax.
The new tax levied a 3% flat-rate income tax on those with an annual income at or
exceeding $800. In my opinion, the key takeaway here is that the first federal
income tax was a "Flat Tax." The import tariff levied various taxes on imports
including sugar, tea, nuts coffee, liquor, and various fruits and herbs. The property
tax levied a tax on real estate in proportion to each state’s population. 

Despite its sweeping reform, the inability of the government to enforce the new
taxes left them unable to bring in the desired revenue. So in 1862, the flat-rate
tax was replaced with a progressive scale of 3% on annual incomes beyond $600
and 5% on incomes above $10,000. Also, this new act explicitly specified the
termination of the income tax law by 1866. As we are well aware, 1866 came and
went but the federal income tax never went away as it was originally promised. 

Throughout the years the income tax continued to be debated and tweaked, with
new taxes and tariffs regularly imposed. It wasn’t until 1913 that Congress signed
into law the Sixteenth Amendment which gave Congress the “power to lay and
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collect taxes on incomes, from whatever source derived, without apportionment
among the several States, and without regard to any census or enumeration.” 

So there you have it, the federal income was begun in an emergency situation and
initially failed as the government was unable to collect. The groundwork for the
IRS was laid in 1862 and the government started taxing more and more. Through
the years they have arguably perfected their skills. (Source: Wiki, HistoryLink)
 

FYI... Approximately 76.4 million or 44.5% of Americans did NOT pay any
federal income tax in 2018. Yet most of this group complains about the
system. Of those who actually pay income taxes, the top-50% of all
taxpayers paid 97% of all individual income taxes, while the bottom 50%
paid the remaining 3%. The top-1% paid a greater share of individual income
taxes (39%) than the bottom 90 percent combined (30%).
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Young Black American Silences Adolf Hitler and Millions of Others 
It was 84 years ago, in August of 1936, that a young 22-year-old Jesse Owens
made the world stop and take notice. Keep in mind, Jackie Robinson didn't get his
chance to play in Major League Baseball for +10 more years, in the Spring of
1947. 

The young Owens won a Gold Medal in his first event in Berlin, the 100 meters, by
posting a world record time of 10.3 seconds. Owens won his second gold medal by
winning the long jump competition in front of an estimated 110,000 spectators in
Germany. In the morning, after fouling on his first two qualifying jumps, Owens
finally leaped his way into the final, where he met the young German Lutz Long.
Owens answered the challenge with a mark of 26’5, the first jump over 26 feet in
Olympic history, and an Olympic record that would stand for 24 years. Owens
would win his third gold medal and set his second Olympic and world record of the
games in the 200 meters the following day. On August 9, he followed that up by
helping his team set a new world record–39.8 seconds–in the 4 x 100-meter relay,
a record that would stand for some 20-years.

It was reported that Hitler promptly left the stadium after Owens beat the German
in the long jump, skipping the medal ceremony entirely. Some reporters and
German's even went so far as to call Owens and a few of his fellow American black
athletes “non-humans.” But keep in mind, while in Germany, Owens was allowed
to travel with and stay in the same hotels as whites, while at the same time
African Americans in many parts of the United States had to stay in segregated
hotels. In fact, it was reported that following the Olympics, during a Manhattan
ticker-tape parade, Owens was not permitted to enter through the main doors of
the Waldorf Astoria in New York and instead forced to travel up to the event in a
freight elevator to reach the reception honoring him. 
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Owens was the youngest of ten children (three girls and seven boys) born to
Henry Cleveland Owens (a sharecropper) and Mary Emma Fitzgerald in Oakville,
Alabama. At the age of nine, he and his family moved to Cleveland, Ohio, for
better opportunities, as part of the Great Migration, when 1.5 million African
Americans left the segregated South for the urban and industrial North. When his
new teacher asked his name (to enter in her roll book), he said "J.C.", but because
of his strong Southern accent, she thought he said "Jesse". The name stuck, and
he was known as Jesse Owens for the rest of his life.

As a youth, Owens took different menial jobs in his spare time: He delivered
groceries, loaded freight cars and worked in a shoe repair shop while his father
and older brother worked at a steel mill. Throughout his life, Owens attributed the
success of his athletic career to the encouragement of Charles Riley, his junior
high school track coach at Fairmount Junior High School. Since Owens worked in a
shoe repair shop after school, Riley allowed him to practice before school instead.

Ohio State University enjoyed the success and athleticism of Jessee Owens, who
won a record eight individual NCAA championships. We should remember, Owens
had to live off-campus with other African-American athletes. When he traveled
with the team, Owens was restricted to ordering carry-out or eating at "blacks-
only" restaurants. Similarly, he had to stay at "blacks-only" hotels. Also, keep in
mind, Owens did not receive a scholarship for his efforts, so he continued to work
part-time jobs to pay for school. Crazy, considering he set three world-records
while participating in one track meet for Ohio State.  

Jesse met the love of his life, Minnie Ruth Solomon, at Fairmont Junior High School
in Cleveland when he was 15 and she was 13. They dated steadily through high
school. They married on July 5, 1935 and had three daughters together. The
couple remained married until Jesse's death in 1980 from lung cancer. Somewhat
ironically, the sprinter is said to have smoked over a pack a day. After the
Olympics Owens ran a dry cleaning business and worked as a gas station
attendant to earn a living. Following his death a street and a school have been
named after him in Berlin, two US postage stamps have been issued in his honor,
and a memorial park has been opened in Alabama, amongst many other special
tributes. Many historians have since credited Jesse Owens with being the first to
really crush Hitler's myth of Aryan supremacy.
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ANSWER to riddle: None of them will get a banana out of a coconut tree.
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"It is not the strongest or the most intelligent who will survive but those who can
best manage change." - Charles Darwin

Wednesday, August 5, 2020
Printable Copy or  Audio Version

Morning Summary:  Investors today are anxious to see private payroll company ADP's National
Employment Report. Insiders expect ADP to show +1.5 million jobs gained in July, in line with what analysts
expect the Labor Department's Employment Situation report to show on Friday morning. On the other hand,
bears believe the wave of coronavirus outbreaks across the Sunbelt that began earlier this summer has led to
substantial business closures and expect to see some of those job losses reflected in the Labor Department's
numbers on Friday. Paychex, a payroll processing and HR solutions company, released its monthly Small
Business Employment Watch with IHS Markit on Tuesday, which shows employment at small businesses
began falling again in July, although hours worked did move up. Interestingly, Paychex also showed that new
business start-ups are up almost +10% from last year's levels, so entrepreneurs are finding opportunities in
all the chaos. Updated data from JPMorgan yesterday indicates consumer spending has stalled, with credit
and debit card activity stuck down by around -10% compared to last year's levels. Other key data out today
includes the ISM Non-Manufacturing Index for July which analysts expect to show a slight gain, following
increases in both May and June. Remember, bulls like to see the gauge stay above 50, which indicates
activity is increasing. Bulls also remain optimistic about the next coronavirus stimulus plan that now appears
to be in the hands of President Trump and Democratic Leaders. Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell
said yesterday that he was willing to support an agreement if the two sides can reach one, even if he has
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"some problems with certain parts of it." Today is also another busy one for earnings with Moderna being one
of the top highlights before markets open. The company, whose stock price is up around +300% this year, is
in "phase 3" of a trial for a Covid-19 vaccine and is supposedly getting close to $1 billion for its development
from the U.S. government. Novavax could be another interesting report. The biotech company yesterday
reported somewhat disappointing results for its coronavirus vaccine candidate, following a huge rally in its
stock price this year. Mall owner Simon Property Group will also be closely watched as investors look for
some insights into the state of retail. Remember, Simon Property Group is the largest retail real estate
investment trust (REIT), and the largest shopping mall operator in the US. Quarterly results are also on tap
from Carvana, CenturyLink, Corteva, CVS, Etsy, Fastly, Honda, Humana, Metlife, Peloton, Regeneron, Roku,
Teva Pharmaceuticals, Wayfair, Wendy's, and Zynga. 

U.S., Chinese Officials to Meet Aug. 15, Assess Trade Deal - The U.S. and China have agreed to
high-level talks on Aug. 15 to assess Beijing’s compliance with the “phase one” bilateral trade
agreement signed early this year, according to people briefed on the matter. (Source: The Wall Street
Journal) 

Disney Revenue Disappointing, But... Disney revenue tumbled -42% to $11.78 billion. The parks
revenue sank -85% to $1 billion, and the segment saw a $3.5 billion impact on operating income due
to the Covid-19 closures. Broadcast increased by +12% to $2.5 billion, and cable revenue fell -10% to
$4 billion. Direct-to-consumer revenue, which includes streaming services, rose +2% to $3.97 billion.
Movie studio revenue decreased by -55% to $1.7 billion. But Disney executives did announce that the
highly anticipated "Mulan" will be released on Disney+ in the U.S, Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand on Sept. 4 for $29.99. Disney streaming services combined had more than 100 million
subscribers. As of Aug. 3, Disney+ had 60.5 million, up from 54.5 million in early May. Disney's prior
forecast had seen Disney+ hitting 60 million-90 million subscribers by 2024. At the end of Q3, Hulu
had 35.5 million, up 27% from a year ago, and ESPN+ had 8.5 million, up from 2.4 million a year ago.

Beyond Meat Taking Another Bite: Beyond Meat reported its U.S. grocery sales nearly tripled in the
second quarter as more consumers cooked its meatless burgers and sausages at home… Its U.S.
grocery sales soared +194.9%. In the last two weeks of the quarter, Beyond began selling value packs
of its meat-free burgers at Walmart, Target, and other retailers, with pricing that was more competitive
with traditional beef burgers. Read more at CNBC 
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Explosion at Port of Beirut: An explosion that rocked the Port of Beirut
yesterday was the result of an accidental detonation of a “highly explosive
materials” the government had stored on the waterfront, according to
Lebanese authorities. The large cache of chemicals, specifically ammonium
nitrate, was allegedly seized by the government years ago. However, the
governor of Beirut, Marwan Abboud, speaking on television, could not say
what had caused the explosion. Two blasts occurred, with the second, larger
explosion being felt as far as Cyprus, which is over 100 miles away. At least
78 people were killed and over 4,000 injured. The explosion comes amid
increasing tension between Israel and Hezbollah militants located in Lebanon.
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has warned repeatedly that Hezbollah
was embroiling Lebanon in a conflict with Israel but insists Israel had nothing
to do with the explosion. The country's Prime Minister called it a "major
national disaster" and said whoever was responsible would pay. President
Donald Trump said U.S. military officials think it was an intentional attack
rather than an accidental explosion. 

Virgin Galactic Seeking Bankruptcy Protection: Richard Branson's Virgin
Atlantic airline filed for Chapter 15 bankruptcy in New York on Tuesday, after
telling a London court it was set to run out of cash next month without
getting approval for a rescue financing. Chapter 15 bankruptcy allows foreign
companies with U.S. assets to protect themselves against claims while they
work on a turnaround plan. Since January 1, Virgin's reservations are down
89 per cent year-over-year and current demand for the second half of 2020
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is at approximately 25 per cent of 2019 levels, according to court papers. The
company just premiered on the New York Stock Exchange in October of last
year. Additionally, Virgin Galactic is also delaying the first passenger flights
aboard the suborbital space plane SpaceShipTwo. (Sources: Sydney Morning
Herald, TechCrunch)

Coronavirus Gold Rush: Gold has rallied to a record this year as the
coronavirus pandemic savaged growth, with gains supported by massive
inflows into bullion-backed ETFs. Bulls are fearful that the waves of stimulus
to fight the slowdown may debase paper currencies and ignite inflation. They
also point to simmering geopolitical tensions, rising government debt
burdens, and lofty equity valuations. Worldwide holdings in gold-backed ETFs
rose to 3,365.6 tons on Monday, up +30.5% this year, according to
preliminary data compiled by Bloomberg. That’s a couple of tons ahead of
Germany’s stash. U.S. reserves exceed 8,000 tons. Even after futures topped
$2,000 an ounce, there are plenty of forecasts for further, substantial gains.
Among them, Goldman Sachs Group says gold may climb to $2,300 as
investors are “in search of a new reserve currency,” while RBC Capital
Markets puts the odds of a rally to $3,000 at 40%. Read more from
Bloomberg.  
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CORN  bears have pressured prices to fresh new contract lows, something we
have been concerned about for weeks. From a technical perspective, the DEC20
contract looks terrible for the bulls. The contract traded down to a new low od
$3.20 and despite the possibility of a nearby bounce on short-side profit-taking,
many inside the trade believe the bears may have enough momentum and
cooperative weather in the forecast to test the $3.00 level. As a spec, I'm trying to
build a longer-term bullish position. I took a small nibble up in the $3.30s and will
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soon be taking another bite. As I mentioned weeks ago, I would like to build a
larger position by cost averaging into five units between $2.85 and $3.35 per
bushel. I may want to be careful about what I ask for, it looks like it could happen
sooner rather than later. I still think the Chinese are going to come in with more
purchases. I'm also hearing more talk that Argentine producers might role with
more soybean acres next year and cut back on a bit of the corn acres. On the flip
side, there's talk that producers in Brazil might also role with more soybeans, but
that could bring on more second-crop corn acres, so probably not much
downstroke in Brazil's corn production without some weather hiccups.  Here at
home, I would like to believe ethanol exports are going to pick up some
momentum as we turn the corner on coronavirus, and as I mentioned above I
think export demand is going to remain strong. Bottom line, I'm staying optimistic
longer-term. Yes, I realize nearby we could continue to take some price pressure
as more and more want to toss around massive +184 average yield estimates. I
think once the yield estimates run their course and peak out the trade will be
forced to turn the page. Which I'm hoping means some headlines that are more
bullish than the daily talk of record-setting yields and near-perfect weather. The
only thing good at this point is the fact insurance is starting to ease some pain for
those who might have 85% or better coverage. I'm hearing more talk of producers
looking for strategies or ways to start locking in some insurance guarantees.
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SOYBEAN  bears have now trimmed about -30 cents off the highs posted about a
month ago as U.S. crop conditions are some of the best we have seen reported in
over +25 years. More traders are talking about the possibility of a sizeable jump in
the USDA average yield estimate and the very strong chance of new record being
harvested. At the same time, we are also now hearing more forecasts and
estimates that South American producers are going to increase soybean acres next
year. Bulls are also a little more nervous as President Trump tightens the hold on
Chinese businesses like TikTok and Huawei. The obvious worry is that things get
more heated between the global powers and eventually China pulls back on U.S.
ag purchases. I understand the argument, but I'm hoping that isn't how it plays
out. Bottom-line, we have headlines suggesting increasing tensions between U.S.
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and Chinese leaders, we have talk of more acres in South America coming around
the next corner, and a U.S. forecast that might bring a much-needed drink to
some important acres in Iowa. This is just a combination of headlines right here
that is tough for the bulls to battle. If the rains disappoint this weekend in Iowa or
the Chinese step back in as bigger buyers we probably stop the bleeding, at least
for the moment. As I've been saying for the past several weeks, the market seems
comfortable trading in this $8.50 to $9.20 range until learns more about longer-
term Chinese demand and the full size of the U.S. crop. If the U.S. crop produces
a +52 bushel average yield and the Chinese slow their U.S. buying then we could
easily test prices sub-$8.50. If the Chinese keeping buying and or we run into
some late production or harvest problems then we push the $9.20 area.
 

WHEAT  traders are digesting the same tired headlines, i.e. production problems
in parts of Europe, Russia, and Argentina. But I have to imagine the trade has
already baked these concerns into the price and some areas are actually showing
better than expected yields out of the fields. there's also more talk of a much
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better crop this year of Australia, which puts them back in the export game and
also talk of perhaps record production in Brazil. We are however still keeping an
eye on problem areas in Argentina. Net-net, there's just not a lot of fresh or new
headlines for the bulls to chew on at the moment. Keywords there are fresh and or
new. Yes, there are some reasons to be optimistic longer-term, but we are going
to need some new Chinese buying or new weather worries... Egypt seems content
buying wheat from Russia and Ukraine.
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> Glitches Obscure Need for More Ag Aid: Farm groups are arguing for a
massive new round of cash for agriculture in the coronavirus relief bill being
negotiated by Congress and the White House, even though billions of dollars in an
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ongoing USDA aid program may go unclaimed. There’s no contradiction in the
request, said the two largest U.S. farm groups. “There’s ample reason to believe
that family farmers and ranchers will need additional support in the coming
months to withstand the financial impacts of the pandemic,” said Mike Stranz, a
vice president at the National Farmers Union. Stranz and Terri Moore, a vice
president at the American Farm Bureau Federation, said the unexpectedly slow
rate of payments from a $16 billion coronavirus fund at the USDA was a poor
gauge of conditions in farm country. “We believe a combination of factors are
contributing to the unallocated dollars — lack of need is not one of them,” said
Moore. Stranz and Moore said quirks and glitches in CFAP may limit the program’s
reach. Read more from Ag Insider.

> EPA Proposes New Herbicide Registration: The EPA is proposing to register
a new contact herbicide to help manage weed resistance. Tiafenacil is proposed for
pre-plant and pre-emergence burndown use in corn, cotton, soybeans and wheat
and post-emergence burndown in grapes as well as fallow and non-crop areas.
EPA expects the herbicide to be useful for herbicide resistance management as it
provides an alternative for controlling glyphosate-resistant palmer amaranth,
marestail, and waterhemp. The agency has not identified any dietary, residential,
aggregate, or occupational risk of concern for human health. Public comment on
the proposed decision is open until August 30th. (Source: Brownfield Ag)

> Distilleries Drowning in Hand Sanitizer: When hand sanitizer was in short
supply and high demand early on in the pandemic, craft distilleries across the
country pivoted from making liquor to producing alcohol-based sanitizer for the
purposes of donating and selling. But now, as demand has plummeted despite
coronavirus still spreading, many of those distilleries are left with piling costs and
excess hand sanitizer they can’t get rid of. Distillery owners say that demand
began fluctuating in June when brands like Purell were able to stabilize business
and produce more sanitizer. Per the Times: “The price for sanitizer, which had
hovered at $50 a gallon, plunged to around $15 a gallon.” Some distilleries are
now dealing with thousands of gallons of leftover product, coupled with the
prospect of having to replace all the equipment that they used to make the
sanitizer. Read more HERE. 

> Investors Gear Up For A Trillion-Dollar Bet On Farmland: What happens
when trillions of dollars’ worth of land shifts in ownership from farmers to
investors? As farmers retire from the profession and the value of their farmland
increases, so does interest among wealthy non-farmers and pension funds, who
are now buying that land at a rapid clip. Local and environmental advocates fear
that this form of “absentee ownership” will lead to owners who prioritize short-
term dividends over long-term, ecologically-sound agricultural practices. But one
land broker disagrees, arguing that it makes a lot more financial sense for
investors to keep their land as resilient as possible through time. NPR has the
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story HERE.  

> NBCUniversal Begins Layoffs: NBCUniversal has begun making staff cuts
across its entertainment portfolio including its sports and cable channels,
broadcast networks, movie studio and theme parks, according to people familiar
with the matter. The layoffs have been anticipated for several months and are
primarily tied to the effect the coronavirus has had on many of the Comcast Corp.
unit’s operations. NBCUniversal has 35,000 full-time employees. The reductions
are expected to be held to less than 10% of staff, a person close to the matter
said. The NBCUniversal layoffs come at the same time the company is overhauling
its entertainment operations under new Chief Executive Jeff Shell. Read more
HERE.

> Johnson & Johnson Anti-Suicide Spray Approved: Johnson & Johnson’s
Spravato has been approved as the first antidepressant for actively suicidal
people, as doctors are becoming increasingly concerned about Covid-19’s effect on
the mental health of Americans. The Food and Drug Administration approval
means the quick-acting nasal spray will be available to people with suicidal
thoughts and a plan to put them into action, said Michelle Kramer, vice president
of J&J’s U.S. neuroscience medical-affairs unit. That constitutes 11% to 12% of as
many as 17 million Americans who have major depressive disorder. Spravato’s
ability to act quickly could mean it works differently than older antidepressants
that can take weeks to kick in. In its studies, J&J found those who got the drug
had a rapid reduction in the severity of their thinking, although the results didn’t
differ in a statistically significant way from patients given a placebo. Read more
from Bloomberg.

> Apple Introduces Upgraded iMac: Apple on Tuesday announced a big update
to its 27-inch iMac. While the design remains the same as in previous years, the
company upgraded the internal hardware across the board. And it’s a good time to
be doing that. Apple said in its earnings report last week that the Mac had its
biggest fiscal third quarter in history, with Mac revenue up +22% now that people
are working and learning from home. The new iMaci is targeted at people who
want a bigger, 5K screen at their desks and who, now working from home, may
prefer an all-in-one desktop computer instead of a laptop. Apple said it focused on
a few key areas to improve the experience for people at home, including the
camera, speakers and microphones. In spite of the upgrades, pricing for the three
standard configurations remains the same and is available as of yesterday.
(Source: CNBC)

> SEC Probing Kodak Loan Disclosure: The Securities and Exchange
Commission is investigating the circumstances around Eastman Kodak’s
announcement of a $765 million government loan to make drugs at its U.S.
factories, according to people familiar with the matter. News of the loan last week
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caused Kodak’s shares to rise as high as $60, before falling to about $15 on
Monday due to a dilution in the shares. Amid the heightened volatility, trading
volume has surged. The price spike briefly produced a potential windfall for
company executives who owned stock-option grants, some of which were granted
on July 27, the day before the loan was officially announced. The Wall Street
Journal reported last week that Kodak had shared information about an agreement
between the company and the Trump administration with media outlets before the
public announcement. Some media companies then published that information
before deleting it following a request from the company. Read more from The Wall
Street Journal.

> Why We Reach for Nostalgia in Times of Crisis: In times of trauma and
overwhelming stress, it’s a natural instinct for people to feel nostalgic and rely on
those feelings for comfort and a sense of normalcy, according to Valentina
Stoycheva, a clinical psychologist specializing in traumatic stress. According to
Florence Saint-Jean, a trauma specialist and the executive director of Global
Trauma Research, as a way to cope during times of duress, our brains often take
us to places that we subconsciously designate as “safe,” like happy childhood
moments. Still, Dr. Saint-Jean said, there can be downsides to reaching for
nostalgia, especially when the present realities are pushing you to look at your
past through rose-colored glasses. Read more from The New York Times.

> U.S. Satisfaction Hits Nine-Year Low: Americans' satisfaction with the way
things are going in the U.S. continues to tumble since it started trending
downward at the beginning of the novel coronavirus pandemic. Currently, 13% of
U.S. adults are satisfied with the state of the nation, down seven percentage
points in the past month and 32 points since reaching a 15-year high in February.
Satisfaction has not been this low since November 2011. The latest update is
based on a July 1-23 Gallup poll amid multiple events that have  greatly altered
the national mood this year, from one that was brighter than it had been in over a
decade to one of the dourest in the past 40 years. The current measure ties as the
ninth lowest in Gallup's history of tracking satisfaction since 1979. All of the other
similar readings were recorded in tough economic times -- in 1979 during the
energy crisis, in 2008 during the Great Recession, and in 2011 after Standard &
Poor's downgraded the U.S. credit rating as the federal government struggled to
contain U.S. debt. See the full poll results HERE. 
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Northern New York - We are located about 25 miles south of the Canadian
border and the Province of Ontario. We have been extremely dry. We have rain
gauges in 3 different locations about 12 miles apart. In one area since planting the
first week of May, we have only received a little over 3 inches of rainfall. When
watching the weather radar it looks like the Ottawa Valley has been receiving a lot
of precipitation which is north of us across the Canadian border. Our furthest east
property has received about 5.5 inches and looks about the best. 

Southern Texas - We've been done with corn for a couple weeks and are
finishing sorghum before we start hitting the early cotton late next week. We
generally run just under 100 bpa on the corn which we bag and sell for deer feed.
It's been busier this week than normal for the feed as I'm on my 7th run of the
week already. Not sure the reason but loving the business. We were fortunate to
miss the major effects of Hurricane Hanna last month but still got two to three
inches of rain. I heard a lot of folks down in the valley of Mexico that can produce
over four bales of cotton an acre got wiped out from Hanna. We will do our normal
2 bales an acre which may allow us to break even in this cotton market that isn't
any better than the corn with 1970s and 1980s prices. Cotton is tough sledding
and you can wear out a sprayer trying to grow the stuff but it's what we got!

Southwest Minnesota - I would be very surprised if the estimates are right for
our state. There are just way too many areas with weather issues from one
extreme to the other. We had weeks where 10 inches of rain fell and drown out
10% of fields and other areas that never saw a timely rain all year that amount to
more than a half-inch. All the ears I pulled had missing kernels in spots which
were blamed on growing too fast and we had edibles that had random dead plants
sprinkled through the field that was also blamed on growing too rapidly. The 202
state average seems like a stretch at the moment but maybe we catch these last
few showers of rain which I think we need to have and the corn fills really deep
kernels. We should be rolling to combines before we know it so we shall know very
soon.
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TODAY'S RIDDLE: A monkey, a squirrel, and a bird are racing to the top of a
coconut tree. Who will get the banana first, the monkey, the squirrel, or the
bird?

 

 
Soybean Checkoff Research Website Designed with Farmers in Mind
The United Soybean Board recently revealed a new project that aims to make
check-off funded research more readily available to farmers. With the help of the
North Central Soybean Research Program, they've redesigned the Soybean
Research & Information Network  (SRIN) website, which they describe as a one-stop-
shop for all the information the checkoff has discovered through farmer
investments across all Qualified State Soybean Boards (QSSBs) regarding key
problem areas in production.

Tim Venverloh, USB Vice President of Sustainability Strategy, explains that the
collaboration with QSSBs worked to find solutions, best practices, and data on key
issues. Not surprisingly, a lot of research focuses on tolerance and resilience, but
the projects run the gamut from combating weather-related challenges to insect
management to cover crops. It's also available for anyone to use. The site itself is
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really simple and clean and seems easy to use. It also appears to hold an
enormous amount of information. Some of the research projects found on the
website include:

Finding Flooding Tolerance to Breed Better Soybeans

Increasing Sulfur Levels Can Improve Soybean Quality

Utilizing Genes from the Soybean Germplasm Collection to Mitigate Drought
Stress

Measuring Soil Health to Enhance Soybean Yields

Yield Potential of Commercial Varieties Under Drought: Identifying and
Overcoming Weakness Via the Public Breeding Pipeline

That's only a very tiny sample. The website has several different ways to search all
that data as well, including by state/region/organization, specific issue (disease,
pests), and year. There are also entire sections devoted to agronomics and
aquaculture. A diagnostics tool section provides scouting guidelines, diagnostic
guides, and resources for getting further help.

In its press release, USB quotes David Nichols, a USB farmer-leader from Ridgely,
Tennessee: “It’s even better to have it in what I call ‘turn row terminology’ — in
the language farmers can understand and put to use.” From what I checked out,
that observation seems accurate and personally, it is a real relief to see research
presented in laymen's terms while it also explains why and how it is relevant. 

USB of course will continue to add other research it has invested in as its made
available, and you can sign up to receive alerts. You can watch a video that
explains more about the Soybean Research Information Initiative HERE and check
out the Soybean Research & Information Network website  HERE.
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"Risky Business" Debuts 37 Years Ago!
At just 21 years old, a young Tom Cruise stared as Chicago teenager Joel Goodson
in the 1983 summer hit "Risky Business." I remember watching the movie at the
Drive-In like it was yesterday. I loved the 1979 Porsche 928 that was used in the
film! Now considered a signature movie of the 80s era, it was Cruise's fifth film
role and the one that launched him to legit "movie star" status. To this day, it is
also why millions of people around the world associate Bob Segar's "Old Time Rock
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and Roll " with Cruise playing air guitar, a movie scene that some claim has been
recreated more than any other in film history.

"Risky Business" was largely billed as a coming of age story with a heavy
emphasis on sexual comedy. Cruise's character, 19-year-old Goodson, starts off
wanting to have some typical teenage boy fun when his parents leave him to his
own devices while they take a vacation. A string of bad decisions leads to Goodson
and prostitute Lana (Rebecca De Mornay) turning his parents' home into a brothel,
that becomes a surprise hit with his "frustrated" teenage friends. But the danger
comes when a killer-pimp Guido (Joe Pantoliano) arrives on the scene.  

With a budget of just $6.2 million, it was expected to perform well at best but to
great and surprising critical acclaim, the movie ended up grossing more than $63
million. Some critics even lauded it as the best movie of the year. It never received
any awards but it became an enduring part of American culture. It also revived the
popularity of Bob Seger's 1978 rock classic, helping solidify "Old Time Rock & Roll"
into THE classic rock song. Below are some interesting things you might not know
about "Risky Business:"
 

White Boys Off the Lake: The working title was White Boys Off the Lake, a
reference to the film partially taking place in Chicago’s affluent Highland Park
suburb, located along Lake Michigan. Writer-director Paul Brickman says the
studio rejected that title because "it sounded like an off-Broadway play."

Cruise Wasn't First Choice: Timothy Hutton was the first choice for the
role of Joel, but turned it down in favor of working with Sidney Lumet on
Daniel (1983). Tom Cruise and Hutton had both starred in Taps (1981).
Michael J. Fox, Tom Hanks, and Nicolas Cage also auditioned for the part.

De-Aging the Actors: In an effort for Tom Cruise to look more "teenage" in
appearance, the producers put him though an unusual bit of physical
training. Cruise worked out seven days a week, in order to lose ten pounds.
Once that had been accomplished, he immediately ceased working out and
ate extremely fatty foods in order to add a layer of baby fat. This is how he
achieved that "fresh-faced" teenage look. Rebecca De Mornay (born in 1959)
claimed a 1962 birthdate, purportedly so she would seem the same age as
Tom Cruise. The pair also dated in real life. Curtis Armstrong, who played a
teenager, was twenty-eight during filming (the summer of 1982).

Movie Debut of Megan Mullally and Bronson Pinchot: Before she was a
Emmy-winning actress, Megan Mullally played a hooker in Risky Business.
Wearing pink lingerie and with a cigarette dangling out of her mouth, she
appears for just a few seconds. Bronson Pinchot has much more screen time
starring as Joel’s wise-cracking friend Barry, who was also in his mid-20s at
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the time.

Several Porsche 928s Used: At one point, Joel sinks his dad's Porsche 928
into Belmont Harbor. Porsche manufactured the 928 model from 1978 to
1995, and it was the first mass-produced Porsche with a V8 engine. Four of
the 1979 models show up in the movie (and a 1981 model), including one
that was gutted for the lake scene, and another that was painted gold. A
collector tried to track down all of the Porsches but only found one of them,
which he bought for $49,200 at a 2012 Hollywood memorabilia auction.

Ray-Ban Wayfarers: Sales of the now-iconic Ray-Ban Wayfarers exploded
after Tom Cruise wore a pair in Risky Business. Annual sales of Wayfarers
were languishing as of 1983 but skyrocketed 2,000 percent after the movie's
release. This film and The Blues Brothers (1980) have contributed to the
popularity of the Wayfarers since.

Steuben Glass Works: “I’m very disappointed in you,” Joel’s mom tells her
son after she comes home from vacation to find her prized crystal egg
cracked. Earlier in the film, hookers steal the egg from the mantel but return
it to Joel by throwing it like a football. In real life, the egg was made by a
century-old Corning, New York manufacturer named Steuben Glass Works,
who made all kinds of prized pieces until they shuttered operations in 2011.

Alternate Ending: Risky Business wraps things up with a typical Hollywood
"feel-good" ending. However, Brickman's vision left things more up-in-the-
air, with Joel's voiceover the same except “time of your life” gets changed to
“isn’t life grand?” Brickman says that Geffen Films "basically felt it was a
bummer," hence the slightly different ending.  

Brickman Quit Hollywood: One individual whose career actually stalled
instead of erupting following the film's success was the writer and director
himself, Paul Brickman, who has explained that he found the new fame
uncomfortable to deal with. Brickman says he couldn’t handle the
visibility and became a recluse instead. Brickman has also teased that one of
the main reasons why he walked away from Hollywood was that his original
ending for Risky Business was altered. (Sources: Mental Floss, IMDB,
Cinemablend)
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Interesting History and Why We Pay "Income Tax"
“The people will save their government, if the government itself, will do its part”
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- Abraham Lincoln

I wanted to write a little bit about a fascinating aspect of American history. It was
on August 5, 1861 (159 years ago today) Congress passed the Revenue Act of
1861, which was primarily the introduction of the first US Federal income tax
statute. This may surprise some of you, but the Act was signed into law by
Abraham Lincoln. A major reason for the establishment of a federal income tax
was due in large part by the need to fund the Civil War. 

Prior to the Civil War, the US faced a financial depression as over-expansion and
pressures from a European financial meltdown pushed the economy into somewhat
dire straits. In the three years preceding the Civil War, the Federal Government
incurred a budget deficit exceeding -$40 million. Coupled with the threat of
secession, the Federal deficit placed the US government under considerable
financial strain. In 1860, the US Treasury failed to sell a planned $5 million in
Treasury bonds with a +12% return. As the nation edged closer to war, they
needed to mobilize a volunteer force, which also placed an additional financial
burden upon the Federal government. 

In July of 1861, President Lincoln opened a special session of Congress to discuss
the Civil War from a legislative standpoint with one of the primary concerns facing
Congress being the question of funding. Legislators came to the agreement they
could not ask volunteers to fight in the Union Army if they didn’t have the funds to
train and prepare them properly. From there it was decided they needed to raise
approximately $50 million in additional revenue. 

Legislators adopted a three-pronged approach consisting of an increase in certain
import tariffs, a newly instituted property tax, and the first personal income tax.
The new tax levied a 3% flat-rate income tax on those with an annual income at or
exceeding $800. In my opinion, the key takeaway here is that the first federal
income tax was a "Flat Tax." The import tariff levied various taxes on imports
including sugar, tea, nuts coffee, liquor, and various fruits and herbs. The property
tax levied a tax on real estate in proportion to each state’s population. 

Despite its sweeping reform, the inability of the government to enforce the new
taxes left them unable to bring in the desired revenue. So in 1862, the flat-rate
tax was replaced with a progressive scale of 3% on annual incomes beyond $600
and 5% on incomes above $10,000. Also, this new act explicitly specified the
termination of the income tax law by 1866. As we are well aware, 1866 came and
went but the federal income tax never went away as it was originally promised. 

Throughout the years the income tax continued to be debated and tweaked, with
new taxes and tariffs regularly imposed. It wasn’t until 1913 that Congress signed
into law the Sixteenth Amendment which gave Congress the “power to lay and
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collect taxes on incomes, from whatever source derived, without apportionment
among the several States, and without regard to any census or enumeration.” 

So there you have it, the federal income was begun in an emergency situation and
initially failed as the government was unable to collect. The groundwork for the
IRS was laid in 1862 and the government started taxing more and more. Through
the years they have arguably perfected their skills. (Source: Wiki, HistoryLink)
 

FYI... Approximately 76.4 million or 44.5% of Americans did NOT pay any
federal income tax in 2018. Yet most of this group complains about the
system. Of those who actually pay income taxes, the top-50% of all
taxpayers paid 97% of all individual income taxes, while the bottom 50%
paid the remaining 3%. The top-1% paid a greater share of individual income
taxes (39%) than the bottom 90 percent combined (30%).
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Young Black American Silences Adolf Hitler and Millions of Others 
It was 84 years ago, in August of 1936, that a young 22-year-old Jesse Owens
made the world stop and take notice. Keep in mind, Jackie Robinson didn't get his
chance to play in Major League Baseball for +10 more years, in the Spring of
1947. 

The young Owens won a Gold Medal in his first event in Berlin, the 100 meters, by
posting a world record time of 10.3 seconds. Owens won his second gold medal by
winning the long jump competition in front of an estimated 110,000 spectators in
Germany. In the morning, after fouling on his first two qualifying jumps, Owens
finally leaped his way into the final, where he met the young German Lutz Long.
Owens answered the challenge with a mark of 26’5, the first jump over 26 feet in
Olympic history, and an Olympic record that would stand for 24 years. Owens
would win his third gold medal and set his second Olympic and world record of the
games in the 200 meters the following day. On August 9, he followed that up by
helping his team set a new world record–39.8 seconds–in the 4 x 100-meter relay,
a record that would stand for some 20-years.

It was reported that Hitler promptly left the stadium after Owens beat the German
in the long jump, skipping the medal ceremony entirely. Some reporters and
German's even went so far as to call Owens and a few of his fellow American black
athletes “non-humans.” But keep in mind, while in Germany, Owens was allowed
to travel with and stay in the same hotels as whites, while at the same time
African Americans in many parts of the United States had to stay in segregated
hotels. In fact, it was reported that following the Olympics, during a Manhattan
ticker-tape parade, Owens was not permitted to enter through the main doors of
the Waldorf Astoria in New York and instead forced to travel up to the event in a
freight elevator to reach the reception honoring him. 
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Owens was the youngest of ten children (three girls and seven boys) born to
Henry Cleveland Owens (a sharecropper) and Mary Emma Fitzgerald in Oakville,
Alabama. At the age of nine, he and his family moved to Cleveland, Ohio, for
better opportunities, as part of the Great Migration, when 1.5 million African
Americans left the segregated South for the urban and industrial North. When his
new teacher asked his name (to enter in her roll book), he said "J.C.", but because
of his strong Southern accent, she thought he said "Jesse". The name stuck, and
he was known as Jesse Owens for the rest of his life.

As a youth, Owens took different menial jobs in his spare time: He delivered
groceries, loaded freight cars and worked in a shoe repair shop while his father
and older brother worked at a steel mill. Throughout his life, Owens attributed the
success of his athletic career to the encouragement of Charles Riley, his junior
high school track coach at Fairmount Junior High School. Since Owens worked in a
shoe repair shop after school, Riley allowed him to practice before school instead.

Ohio State University enjoyed the success and athleticism of Jessee Owens, who
won a record eight individual NCAA championships. We should remember, Owens
had to live off-campus with other African-American athletes. When he traveled
with the team, Owens was restricted to ordering carry-out or eating at "blacks-
only" restaurants. Similarly, he had to stay at "blacks-only" hotels. Also, keep in
mind, Owens did not receive a scholarship for his efforts, so he continued to work
part-time jobs to pay for school. Crazy, considering he set three world-records
while participating in one track meet for Ohio State.  

Jesse met the love of his life, Minnie Ruth Solomon, at Fairmont Junior High School
in Cleveland when he was 15 and she was 13. They dated steadily through high
school. They married on July 5, 1935 and had three daughters together. The
couple remained married until Jesse's death in 1980 from lung cancer. Somewhat
ironically, the sprinter is said to have smoked over a pack a day. After the
Olympics Owens ran a dry cleaning business and worked as a gas station
attendant to earn a living. Following his death a street and a school have been
named after him in Berlin, two US postage stamps have been issued in his honor,
and a memorial park has been opened in Alabama, amongst many other special
tributes. Many historians have since credited Jesse Owens with being the first to
really crush Hitler's myth of Aryan supremacy.
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ANSWER to riddle: None of them will get a banana out of a coconut tree.
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-“We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an act, but a habit” – Aristotle


